Communication Record

Initiated by: Barbara Malczewska-Toth

Telephone

Maria Martinez - 214-665-2230 (left message)
Rafael Casanova - 214-665-7437 (left 2/3 messages; reached 8/18/99)
Nick Stone - 214-665-7226 (8/18/99)

RE: WIPP TSD, reference to: EPA Region 6 Human Health Media-Specific Screening Levels, dated September 6, 1996

Spoke with Nick Stone and obtained the following recommendation:

1) remove the date (i.e., reference the document without date) or
2) include the following in parentheses "or the latest revision, as appropriate".

The September 6, 1996 version of the EPA Region 6 tables was effective until October 1996 when the error was found in the tables and corrected. As the result, the October 30, 1996 revision was issued.

Current revision, i.e., of July 1999, should be used for any enforcement purposes.

P.S.
Called Linda Frank-Supka (505-234-8816; 8/18/99) to convey the above information.